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Bill started his career at Ogilvy advertising, where he worked for three years  
having graduated from Durham University with a degree in English. 

He followed Ogilvy with a two year spell at the agency St Luke’s, before joining  
Channel 4 where he worked for six years, rising to Head of Marketing. 

His next role was the Managing Director of Kiss 100 FM, overseeing a  
complete overall of the station, it’s content, brand and distribution. 

Thereafter Bill spent two years as the Strategy Partner of Rapier Advertising,  
now owned by CHI & Partners. 

More recently Bill was Marketing Director at Comedy Central, part of Viacom Inc. 

 He is the founder of Crowdwish, a creative project which allows people to  
anonymously post their hopes, dreams and desires via an app. 

  
Crowdwish has users everywhere, and is in development as a TV format on  

both sides of the Atlantic.  

Bill has written a book about the project, published by Little Brown and  
picked up by publishers all over the world.  

  
He lives in West London with his girlfriend and his two daughters. 



 The initial years of my career were spent at the ad agencies Ogilvy and St Luke’s.  
Two very different environments which taught me a huge amount about brands and strategy. 



I then spent six years at Channel 4, where I oversaw numerous integrated 
advertising campaigns for many shows, from ‘The Simpsons’ to Test Match Cricket.



I launched the first series of Big Brother, which became the  
commercial  lynchpin of the Channel 4 schedule for the next decade.



I also led the team introducing a new on and off air identity for the channel,  
which received numerous awards including two D&AD Black pencils. 



At Kiss, I was responsible for a comprehensive overhaul of the station, including DJ changes 
to every timeslot, a re-launch of its digital offering, the launch of two new Kiss stations outside 
London and a fresh visual identity. By the time I left, the station was closer to its nearest rival - 

Capital FM - in terms of listening figures than at any other time in its history.



At Comedy Central I was responsible for management of the communications strategy,  
all marketing activity, press and publicity, affiliate relationships with Sky and Virgin Media,  

and the on and off-air identity of the channel…



…I was also the copywriter for Comedy Central’s on and off air communication campaigns.



In 2014 I launched Crowdwish  
- an app where people anonymously post the three things they most want in the world.



The project has a reach of hundreds of thousands and has received press all over the world.



I have delivered talks on Crowdwish to people everywhere,  
from inner city primary schools to businesses like Google and Twitter.



 This year a book based on the project - ‘The Wish’ - will be published  
all over the world by publishers including Little Brown, Random House and De’Agostini.



For further information and contact details visit: 

www.bill-griffin.com 

www.crowdwish.com 

www.linkedin.com/in/billgriffincrowdwish


